
NATURE OF BOYS

Jekyll and HydeJr.
Why kids get angry and what adults can do about it.

THE SCEI|E HAD BEEN repeated a

hundred times on Ti"oop 514's camp-
outs. The Scous lined up at one end
of the campsite and walked slowly
toward the distant tree line, picking
up tent pegs, trash, and anything else

they had dropped over the weekend.
Then the unexpected happened.

A Scout stepped right over a candy
wrapper in his path. His mother,
an assistant Scoutmaster, called him
oug and the Scout responded with a

shocking string ofabuse that ended
with the words "I hate you!"

Scenes like that become more
frequ1t oncl a 

llenters puberrl.

A polite and loving Cub Scout
can turn into "a sullen, withdrawn,
chip-on-the-shoulder, fi re-breathing
dragon at the age of t+l'in the words
of psychologist David \(ralsh.

The reason, \flalsh explains, lies

in the relationship between two key
parts of the brain, just one of which
is fully functional at that age.

The Engine and the Brakes
The functional part is tie amygdala,

an almond-shaped structure that
serves as the brain's alarm center
where fear, anger, and arousal begin.
The amygdala is loaded with recep-

tors for the hormone tesrosrefone

that surges through an adolescent
boy's body as much as seven rimes
a day. "fu the testosterone srarts to
floq it floods into the amygdala,
which lights up like the Founh of
Julf \7alsh says.

Those impulses head offto
the prefontal co,rrex (PFC), which
manages them and weighs the
consequences of potential actions.
Unfortunately, the PFC is still under
construction in the teen years and
remains so until the early 20s.

"That's why boys at that age can
be impulsivel'Wakh says. "That's
why they re risk takers, and that's
why they can be very quick to angeC,

In his book Wlry Do Tl.tqt Act
That Way?,'Walsh compares the
amygdala and PFC ro a car's engine
and brakes."The brain's gas pedal is

ready for a NASCAR-paced adult-
hoodi he writes. "But because the
PFC is not up to snuf{ t}re brain's
got the brakes of a Model Tl'

Explanation ls Not an Excuse
So does that mean adults should
put up with tanrrums throughout
the teen years? Not at all, \(alsh says.

"Explanation is not the same word
as excuse. Kids get better at this by
us helping them get better. One of
our jobs as Scout leaders is to serve

as the surrogate prefrontal cortexl'
\7alsh suggests four things adults

can do to help kids manage their
emotions. First, focus on the behav-
ior, not on the individual. "Instead
of saying, "You were really rude]' say

something like,"I'm angry that you
walked away while I was rrying to
talk to youi'

Second, avoid escalating the

situation. Teens'brains are built for
escalation, and raised voices only
worsen their reaction.

Third, says \[alsh, set clear expec-
tations and let the teen know what
the consequences will be if he doesn'r
meet those expectations. Then, follow
through. "Make sure the key words
are'You chosel as in'You knew what
the expectation was, and you knew
what the consequence would be, so

you chose this consequencel"
Fourth, communicate clearly

with words and don t relv on bodv
language. \Xzhy? Walsh explains thar
adults process nonverbal cues in the
prefrontal cortex. Adolescents, on the
other hand, use a different pan of the
brain: the amygdala, the very place
where the trouble first beeins. *

TO LEAR|{ MORE about David Walsh! work.

see his book Why Do They Act That Way? or visit
drdavidwalsh.an.
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